
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2007 3:15 PM PT 
To: Adam Roop 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; Sophia - 911 Mysteries; kathrynchandler@usa.net; Miriam Ross - 
Survival International; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; US 
Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; Sargent Amanda 
Lopez - US Army Recruiter; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN 
Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; King 
Golden Jr. Esq.; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National 
Association of Broadcasters; Roger W. Robinson - Former Chairman U.S.-China 
Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral 
Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III 
Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Steven 
Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and 
Global Strategist for Starbucks; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; 
Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; 
Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Nicholas Oppenheimer - 
DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of 
David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Sherri Hendricks 
- Rapaport Report; Randall Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 
victim - Member of Sayeret Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; Shunit; 
Mossad; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Joyce Kwan - 
nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard Business School; 
Sternshow@howardstern.com; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; 
president@nytimes.com; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. 
Levin, President Yale University; Prof. Evelyn B. Higginbotham, Chair Harvard 
University Department of African & African American Studies; Basil Gelpke - co-
Producer of Crude Awakening; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Charles Ferguson - 
Producer-Director-Writer No End In Sight; JRK@class-action-law.com; Dr. Laura 
Family; Michael Strauss Esq. - International Monetary Fund; 
drudge@drudgereport.com; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Jay 
McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law 
School; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: REMEMBER ME?-CAREFUL THOSE VOCAL SUPPORTERS OF THE STATE OF 
ISRAEL- NOT SMART ENOUGH TO STEAL LEGALLY-: take your pick!- the most 
dangerous person in America...---... 
 
Mr. Roop, 
 
Were you aware that the most typed in word on Google search is, “Poker”? 
 
Were you aware that my one cousin Martin Moshal, son of John Moshal who my 
father once worked for, controls more than one-third of all internet gaming? 
 
Evil John Moshal, first cousin of my uncle David Gevisser, the American head of the 
DeBeers Anglo American Cartel, should not be confused with my very good friend 



Dr. Michael Moshal MD who died in 1981, within a year of diagnosing that my liver 
had been poisoned when working for the DAAC’s Codiam Inc. on 47th Street, New 
York City; Michael, dying of lung cancer, never having smoked a single cigarette, at 
the very young age of 45; dead some 10 months after writing me this last letter 
[click on hyperlink below] on February 24th, 1981, in which this great man 
references me playing rugby against the women’s world rugby team. 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dwoolf-inactive%20vs%20Proactive.htm 
 
Next plant permanently in the back of your head the thought that you don’t know 
when awake as well as when you are trying to get a good night’s sleep who else is 
fully aware of my prescient timing. 
 
You are not, however, alone in feeling increasingly “helpless” but at the same time 
now very possibly momentarily “invigorated” when I tell you that Adam L. Tucker is 
sufficiently distracted today that he is taking his “cat” [sic] for a very late breakfast 
before the two of them are off to the Birch Aquarium. 
 
But you also know that Adam L. Tucker while capable of being very elegant with 
words, the same with anyone literate so long as it doesn’t get too close to home, 
does not need to either, “fight for a living” or at a significant risk of being drafted in 
to any of the world’s military, and can therefore feel that he is entitled after a hard 
week’s work to relax, at least this Saturday while letting me know he is available 
tomorrow to pick up from where he and I left off, which assumes first of all that I 
would have much interest in doing anything on my day off; and second, that any of 
us will be around to enjoy it, let alone whether those of us in the 1st World will be 
able to afford much more than a pot to pee in, and which might explain why Adam 
L. Tucker is not alone in getting all his sightseeing in. 
 
And of course Kat is the name of a girl he met on an internet dating website; so 
distracted is Adam L. Tucker by these two new sets of legs, two tits, two nipples, an 
ass that he has decided to place further on a “backburner” responding to John 
Loftus, a former United States Justice Department Nazi Prosecutor who wrote to 
him awhile back, the same with finding a plaintiff for Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk, a very 
busy and most successful Shareholder Class Action Litigator who has expressed a 
willingness to join me in destroying De Beers; and you would know the replacement 
for this terrorist of terrorist financing organization couldn’t conceivably place the 
world on a more dangerous path unless of course De Beers’ replacement is 
themselves and all those opposed to me who remember remains very much alive, 
fit and well and most of all looking forward to each of my detractors continuing to 
live their hell, here on planet Mother Earth, right now and until next meeting up 
with our most ingenious and vengeful God who you must surely agree has done one 
most extraordinary job of protecting me! 
  
Now of course each of us is entitled to pick and choose our respective “distractions” 
as well as seek out those we find most “attractive” especially when we still have our 
basic needs met and our deficit needs, the fear of losing our luxuries, very much 



under control, the result mostly of a very corrupt daddy and mommy, not to forget 
grandma and grandpa doing their part to secure our Trust Funds. 
 
The problem though, besides for the fact that most human beings don’t have Trust 
Funds is what God is thinking and acting upon in the very same instant. 
 
Then adding further grief to your misery is me continuing to broadcast in “real 
time” with each and everyone reading what I have to say knowing their name is 
increasingly getting out. 
 
And with this knowledge of others knowing what each of us knew and when we 
knew about our most blackened and bloodied hands in the ongoing genocides as we 
“dilly dally” with our so very boring and meaningless lives, so we have trouble 
losing ourselves in our miserable thoughtlessness. 
 
Moreover, such wasted time not lost of course on an omnipotent power who alone 
can be the only one responsible for the world not blowing up and at the same time 
making each and every one of us guilty of our “ostrich behavior”, feeling 
increasingly ashamed. 
 
The “back and forth” between an omnipotent power knowing and keeping track of 
each of our “poor judgment” and those humans we choose to interact with, is 
increasingly “nerve racking”, assuming you have just the slightest guilt feelings 
while totally uplifting for those of us “living right”. 
 
As you would also know, there are in fact people out there whose business is 
“fighting for a living” beginning with both Israeli Military Intelligence and the 
Mossad, the most wired and lethal of all the world’s intelligence institutes who have 
no problem in me explaining the need, of in particular, the western alliance 
countries, to without the slightest conscience and of course so very consciously 
having, now more than ever, to move expeditiously to murder such shell-shocked 
so very poor, but mostly so very misinformed peoples prior to them being “wired”, 
and once armed with both the knowledge of why they are so miserably misinformed 
as well as all the weaponry we have shipped all over the world and increasingly 
more difficult to guard, will inevitably be used against us. 
 
Yes, the smartest and most deadly intelligence officers in the world don’t have the 
slightest problem in the world with me explaining in simple English, easily 
translated in to the 42 languages broadcast by the BBC, the fact of life that us 
westerners, led by the United States of America have stripped the “purposefully” 
poor 3rd World of all their precious mineral resources which first required wiping out 
their art, their culture replacing it with US “money, me” culture. 
 
You will notice increasingly the ringing in your ears, alerting you to God’s presence. 
 
Not to mention I choose very carefully to remain in the United States of America 
which is my chosen home, and let just one American citizen dare suggest I leave 
and go elsewhere where I can prove, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that the United 



States of America continues to have enough “clout” even in a place like Israel which 
has been “at war” with the United States since it founding in May 1948, I will 
unleash “choice words” that not a single member of the United States Supreme 
Court will have trouble understanding given how I have already provided irrefutable 
smoking gun proof of all the 3 Branches of the United States Government including 
the US Supreme Court guilty not only of treason against the citizens of the United 
States but of the most heinous War Crimes against the peoples of world. 
 
Atrocious is one word to describe the United States of America’s support for some 
45 odd years, the most brutally repressive South African Apartheid Regime, 
beginning within a month of the U.S. controlled United Nations “granting” 
Statehood to Israel, which I can also prove beyond a shadow of a doubt, the United 
States of America believed would be defeated within a matter of a few hours. 
 
On the other hand given how I am not an official or unofficial member of Israel’s 
military or intelligence gathering Special Forces divisions beginning with the 
Metsada who again have no problem whatsoever in me being the only person in the 
world broadcasting the very official and ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report 
that says in no uncertain terms that the reason Al Quaida hasn’t attacked US oil 
interests in places like Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia is because Al Quaida knows 
better than to bite the hand that feeds it, it would be wrong for me, or anyone else 
for that matter, besides for Israeli Military intelligence, to assume that Israel who 
has already secured all the oil its needs to fight their next war which few would 
argue is highly likely to be Armageddon, wont launch a preemptive strike, very 
possibly using nuclear weapons, on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait, 
that in the next instant will paralyze the US economy. 
 
You would recall me mentioning not only the ingenious timing of the Israeli Military 
Intelligence that talks short, loud and clear to the western world, very specifically 
the US’ blackened hand monies in the funding and therefore “directing” of Al 
Quaida, the House of Saud, Saudi Arabia who has yet to suffer from a halfway 
competent attack on its oil fields and to repeat ad-nausea, in the next instant 
paralyze the US economy, but the less obvious, “Doctors without Borders”, being 
lethal to the purposefully powerless Third World countries whose precious mineral 
resources have been summarily stripped clean by principally US De Beers business 
interests whose origins can be traced back to US financed De Beers and the 
Diamond Invention. 
 
This morning’s headline news in the New York Times Internet edition, is titled, 
Ethiopians Said to Push Civilians Into Rebel War  
 
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/12/15/world/africa/15ethiopia.html?_r=1&hp&oref=
slogin 

 

NAIROBI, Kenya — The Ethiopian government, one of America’s top allies in Africa, is forcing 

untrained civilians — including doctors, teachers, office clerks and employees of development 

programs financed by the World Bank and United Nations — to fight rebels in the desolate 



Ogaden region, according to Western officials, refugees and Ethiopian administrators who 

recently defected to avoid being conscripted. 

 
At around 9 AM today Danielle, my wife’s 18-year old daughter arrived at our cliff 
house here in heavily corrupt Del Mar, California and after we all got our “hellos” 
and hugs “out of the way”, she came over to my wife’s and my king size bed where 
I was still “lazing around”, took hold of my new laptop computer and told me that 
she was going to “bookmark” for me the following: 
 
http://audio.thisamericanlife.org/player/CPRadio_player.php?podcast=http://www.t
hisamericanlife.org/xmlfeeds/253.xml&proxyloc=http://audio.thisamericanlife.org/p
layer/customproxy.php 
 
I have since emailed Ira Glass who is apparently well-known for “off the beaten 
path” pod broadcasts. I will let you know if I get any response. 
 
Soon after our cliff home had some 6 of us not exactly “potted plants” interacting; 
my wife and her two kids on the long and very comfortable black couch looking out 
on one of the most spectacular ocean views in all of southern California if not the 
entire world, me on the bed and two of her son JoNathan’s friends, Brown and 
Patrick, mostly seated at the small circular table eating breakfast.  
 
It was not long before the music got rather loud causing each one of the five having 
to raise their voice; Danielle who we haven’t seen in several months, the least 
talkative, fully aware that this podcast has captivated my attention and that I would 
be very soon broadcasting my insight and analysis of the important events of the 
day, then walked over to the CD player and lowered the volume. 
 
Her 15-year old brother JoNathan was not only the most talkative but his voice 
towered over both his friends. 
 
Most noticeable from where I was seated with my legs stretched out, buttocks 
tightened, head up, shoulders back, and of course stomach in, was the morning 
light coming in from the south facing windows striking all three of their heads as 
Jonathan now joined his friends, and began pushing a plastic cup around causing a 
most annoying squeaky sound that went a long way in not just me but everyone 
else including his friends understanding his need to be “the center of attention.” 
 
Everyone, not just kids, feels at some point “insecure” when everything is quiet 
which is of course why we create noise that does little other than to pass the time 
before moving on to the next distraction which inevitably become a lifelong pursuit 
until of course someone says, “No!”. 
 
It is possible that I may in fact improve my communication skills to the point that 
each and every properly conditioned kid would understand perfectly not only what I 
am trying to do but will not tolerate rudeness which has each successive generation 



of “money, me” kids thinking that much more that this world is not all about 
“money, me”. 
 
It was almost impossible for me to make “head or tail” of this rather important 
podcast but I picked up enough before the noise level in the rest of the studio 
house “washed out” the sound coming from my laptop computer that this would 
serve as an excellent although rather long introduction. 
 
One of the first words I recall were,  
 

“No government is taking responsibility for all this trash – You don’t often 
hear about places where no one is in charge of anyone. No island is an 
island. Nauru, a remote place where the biggest crooks congregate to 
conspire.” 

 
And then the two words, “Bretton Woods”. 
 
Back on September 18th of this year I sent both JoNathan and Danielle a 988 word 
email detailing certain aspects of the July 1944 Bretton Woods conference that took 
place within a month of the most staged D-Day June 5th-6th 1944 which in turn took 
place some 7 odd months before the start of the atrocity of the Yalta Conference 
that began on February 4th, 1945, some two days following the Soviet Red Army 
liberating the death camp of Auschwitz where more than a million people were 
murdered, 90% of them Jewish. 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/danielle-wiki.htm 
 
Now add to the back of your mind the fact that you cannot forget the name Boris 
Senior, Deputy Chief of Israel Air Force, and what this very close friend of my Royal 
Mater-Mother who, just 19 years of age and married just a few months to my Allied 
Fighter-Bomber-Pilot father, “From the earliest days of 1949 she [Zena] visited 
Israel two and three times a year writing reports for different publications”, 
emphasized in his book, New Heavens, subtitle, My Life as a Fighter Pilot and a 
Founder of the Israel Air Force. 
 
http://www.potomacbooksinc.com/Books/AuthorDetail.aspx?id=2665 
 
Now add along with Boris Senior spelling out for me in very simple English when I 
met with him in Israel at age 15, back in the fall of 1972, not only why exactly, he 
as well as David Ben Gurion, considered the United States Government an “enemy” 
of the fledging State of Israel, but why both my grandfathers as well as mother 
chose very carefully to keep my father “in the dark” when Boris, was in addition to 
getting weapons, aircraft the most important, recruiting experienced South African 
Jewish fighter-bomber-pilots for Israel’s forthcoming War of Independence. 
 
Not to mention yet again, Ben Gurion came from the same tiny village in Poland as 
my great maternal grandmother Nechie Badash who was orphaned when a gang of 
marauding Cossacks wiped out her entire immediate family. 



 
To mention little of Nechie Badash was also an early resident of Tel-Aviv, only 
returning to England to help raise my mother when Zena Rosland Ash was born on 
May 30th, 1929. 
 
To mention in passing Boris Senior who died in 2004 confirmed not long after our 
initial conversation, “How is your mom? Fine. How is your dad? Fine”, that it was 
also no accident American Charles Engelhard died at age 54 with so very little 
mention in the media of either his relatively young age or the fact that he was 
buried in a church with the most prominent corrupt members of the US Congress 
beginning with Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice 
President Humphrey forced to pay their respects to their DAAC benefactors, within 
a couple of years of extraordinarily mineral rich Engelhard orchestrating the 
shutting down of my paternal grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser’s extraordinary 
multinational trading conglomerate, The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies 
which is what mostly attracted my mother’s father, Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash to 
Durban, South Africa back in 1947, right when Israel was preparing to go to war 
with its enemies who had won both World Oil War I and World Oil War II. 
 
A careful read of my Royal Mater’s short but so very clear and at the same time 
craftily written autobiography, LIFE STORY OF ZENA, makes mention of my 
granddad Al Ash, “abruptly” informing her that her, “Life was a ball. Dancing -  Partying – 

Summer days at the poolside – attending live theatre at least once a week and much more” was about to 
end.  
 
Cutting and pasting – LIFE STORY OF ZENA: 
 

The war was over and her dreams of being a foreign correspondent and dropping behind enemy 
lines in Europe came to an abrupt end. Suddenly in 1947 it came, abruptly, to an end. Her father  had 

decided to emigrate to South Africa!!! Landing in Durban the family went to stay at the Minora Hotel.  

 
You would know when researching Sol “Gambling Czar” Kersner’s life story that this 
also lifelong close friend of my Royal Mater who is considered the biggest “brick and 
mortar” Gambling-Entertainment player in the world, mortgaged his parents’ 
Minora Hotel, to get his “kick start” which of course doesn’t even begin to explain 
where he got the rest of his financing. 
 
Not to mention Sol Kersner just last year lost his son in a plane crash. 
 
Jewish people are not supposed to gamble. 
 
My granddad Al Ash was a bookmaker at the Durban, South African racetrack. 
 
What goes around comes around with a vengeance. 
  
On top of all that filling up the deep vacuum of space between your ears, add the 
name Leslie Shagam who died in August of this year; Leslie, while not considered 
that great a pilot, certainly nowhere near as skilled and experienced as my father, 



was also a very close personal friend of my Royal Mater, much more so than my 
father who was not only a very accomplished fighter-bomber-pilot during World 
War II but who was most “conspicuous by his absence” in Israel’s War of 
Independence. 
 
http://101squadron.com/2007/08/ripping-rip.html 

 
 
It is not what is said but what is not said that is so very important. 
 
Clear in my mind right now are one of the first words I recall in Ira Glasses podcast,  
 

“Welcome to the free world where the only thing forbidden is disclosure….” 
 
Ira Glass whose job function at Public Radio seems to me to be one of exclusively 
giving the next generation a false sense of security that there are people like him 
“fighting the right fight” in faraway lands, is now faced like you in having to decide 
what you want to do when he decides to “grow up” and dig in to the things he, like 
you, has told us is “interesting” beginning with this concern he tells us we should all 
be concerned about,  
 

“The US$70 billions of dollars that disappeared to Soviet central bank, how 
does a pacific island liquidate a superpower?” 

 
As you and in time rest of the literate world listen to this broadcast, bearing in mind 
that time is very much on my side, the side of the truth, that which doesn’t change, 
you will hear how this one US Government bureaucrat in Glass’ podcast mentions 
how when he arrived for the first time on Nauru he,  
 



“knocked on the door of that shack…Two broken down rooms… close as I 
would get to the new cleaning lady of the global economy. …Almost of Nauru 
is missing… was once dense tropical forest… airborne stagnant.” 

 
You will recall me describing the two rather austere offices of Codiam Inc. located 
on 47th Street, New York City that I first came across in the spring of 1980 when as 
a result of my uncle David Gevisser’s introductions, I was now joining with a, 
“nothing to speak of job”, that 24 years later had me once again knocking on their 
door with the two words, “Remember me?” 
 
You would also know that there is empirical evidence of a French author going 
through the trash of the Soviet Central Bank in Moscow, back in the summer of 
1979 where he came across documents that talked to the Soviets knowing that the 
price of gold would rise precipitously. 
 
You may think the book Le Marche Aux Voleurs was just a “black operation” and 
therefore, nothing meaningful can be drawn by the disclosure of its French author 
Jean Montaldo who says he purchased gold in an effort to convince the world of the 
truthfulness of his “trash findings”. 
 
But then you are reminded of me reminding you of “personal connections”, more so 
the fact that I can provide full-on “triangulation” for everything I have to say. 
 
Lets now come back to Boris Senior, more responsible than anyone I know for 
clandestinely bringing in to Israel the most important weapons of war that were the 
deciding factor along with fighter pilots like himself and Syd Cohen in Israel winning 
its War of Independence 1947-1949. 
 

Senior recounts how his ragtag air force secured victory by 

personally purchasing aircraft and 
sneaking them across international borders, and how they risked 

their lives on unfamiliar and 
untested equipment. He reminds us of the ingenuity, determination, 
and resolve that he and 

the fighters had for the creation of Israel. He emphasizes that the 
U.S. government was not a 
friend of the fledgling nation, curtailing the pilots’ ability to transfer 

airplanes to Palestine. In 
contrast, the Russians rescued the endangered Jewish fighting forces 

from destruction by 
permitting “Czechs to assist us (training in and procuring 
Messerschmitts).” In addition, 

“Russian diplomatic and political support in the United Nations 
during that period were 
instrumental in helping Israel survive.” This directly contributed to 

the success of the war in 
the air, which, through the efforts of the Mahal overseas volunteers, 

brought final victory to 



the nation and led to Senior’s ability to initiate and build the Israeli 
air force. 

 
Now listen up very carefully. 
 
What Boris Senior who I met for the first time in the fall of 1972 is recounting, “the 
U.S. government was not a friend of the fledgling nation” took place some 3 
years after the world knew all about Hitler’s Final Solution where some 6 million 
Jewish people were murdered and while surely not the first mass killings, the first 
ever recorded orchestration by the ruling elite to rid the world of one most 
“troublesome” Jewish race, made up of the world’s most independent thinking 
people. 
 
Here you have in “black and white” the bone chilling, most truthful words of one 
man who was more responsible for the survival of the State of Israel as well as 
Israel building up one most brutal Air Force, than anyone else including the very 
great Commander Syd Cohen who flew alongside my father in many of my dad’s 71 
miraculous missions dive-bombing the crap out of the DeBeers Nazi bastards during 
World Oil War II. 
 
Not only does Boris Senior lash out at the United States for not being a “friend” of 
Israel but he goes out of his way to credit, using very specific instances of the 
Russians “saving” Israel from a defeat that would have inevitably led to the total 
destruction of the Jewish race. 
 
It is not only so very important to follow the “money trail” all the way back to De 
Beers sitting atop the world richest mineral resources of South Africa, this dynamic 
organization backed to the hilt by the military mite of the United States not in the 
least bit interested in the survival of the State of Israel, on the contrary going out 
of its way to make it difficult for this fledging state to defend itself as both the 
British and American Governments not only watch with “hands folded” but do 
everything they could to interfere with the Israeli Air Force, held together by one 
group of most courageous men and of course my mother played her part, rather 
well. 
 
Would you agree that someone who lies whether it be to their parent, friend, 
colleague either superior or subordinate thinks they are smarter? 
 
What is it about me that causes someone like you to think I am dumb? 
 
I believe that if you lied once to your parents and got away with it, you would 
remember that occasion the rest of your life. 
 
I wouldn’t know this for a fact because that never occurred in the 1 week shy of 21 
years I lived in my parents’ household. 
 
Can you imagine if I am right about us only getting dumb since we are all born 
geniuses, no more than 24, possibly 25 standard deviation points of intelligence 



that separate the smartest of us from the dumbest at birth, once we are lied to by 
just one of our parents and then figure we are smarter than them who we would 
logically conclude are dumber than us because they have a head start jump being 
too busy keeping track of their lies from day one? 
 
Was it not you who wrote me the following back on Tuesday, November 27th? 
 

Dear Gary, 
I was forwarded your emails and I find your ideas intriguing. please include 
me 
in future mailings.. 
my email addresses (i travel alot so please send to both) 
aroop74@yahoo.com 
adamroop@gmail.com 
Adam Roop 

 
How many families do you know look down on “output”, those such as the Chinese 
and Israelis who live on Kibbutzim who actually have to “sweat for a living”? 
 
Most people I have met in the 29 odd years I have lived in the US look down on 
those who actually have to produce items of value in order to “make ends meet”, 
thinking laborers are simply not smart enough to steal “legally”. 
 
In other words in the going on 30 years I have lived in the US it is mostly artists 
who mostly struggle for a living, who do not look down on those who actually have 
to produce items of value in order to “make ends meet”, thinking workers who 
could easily lose their life or limb or suffer debilitating physical injuries the result of 
the short-circuits created from being too busy keeping track of their lies from day 
one, would be dumb to steal. 
 
So far only one struggling artist but worth several million US dollars has paid me 
more than a penny for the extraordinary “output” I have achieved in getting the 
scum of the earth, the dirt-bags, the duchebags deluxe such as Adam L. Tucker’s 
family to “stand still”? 
 
That one amount US$23.88 [twenty three dollars and eighty-eight], check number 
4001 was made out to me on March 26th, 2001, has yet to be deposited. 
 
Why doesn’t one family member of all the families I know in the world see 
significant value in my getting the world’s most evil people to go deafeningly silent 
once I make them aware that they are very much a factor in the ongoing systemic 
rot? 
 
Most people who steal look down on those producing “output” unless of course such 
worker ants help them further feather their nest. 
 
Birds of a feather flock together and that doesn’t make them good. 
 



Being a sperm donor or sperm recipient doesn’t make you a good 

parent! – Marie Dion Gevisser 

 
I don’t recall getting a reply from you to this intriguing response to your, “…i travel 
alot so please send to both” 
 
It really is a sin to lie to oneself and worse yet, and as logic would dictate, get 
angry with the person informing you of the truth? 
 
So what exactly is it with you that has what I have to say getting increasingly too 
close to home? 
 
Do you happen to know of a mother or a father who in the time you have been 
alive has attended confession with a pedophile priest who failed to disclose that he 
is a pedophile? 
 
Do you happen to know of a mother or a father who in the time you have been 
alive may have benefitted from attending confession, taken the high risk that the 
priest was a pedophile but who could reinforce basic virtues such as “Being non-
confrontational is no excuse for poor judgment”, it not mattering that the priest 
was more likely heterosexual and joined the priesthood figuring there was less 
overhead being part of the clergy than opening a psychology practice where you 
have to worry about all the minutia such as a vagrant using public facilities to wash 
themselves, stealing a prized Gillette razor from a locked cabinet in a supermarket 
and once passing the receptionist’s desk slipping and falling and claiming on your 
liability insurance coverage versus wearing a frock that easily identifies one’s state 
of arousal, leaving it up to the easily impressed who are more inclined to be in 
denial to make the first move in an effort to distract from having failed time and 
again to do the right thing? 
  
Can you explain why Israeli Military Intelligence who produced the most 
ingenious not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report stopped 
communicating with me in writing immediately after I responded to their written 
request to send them “a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you need 
from us”? 
 
Can you explain why anyone would email someone such as myself who can be 
extraordinary short and clear in my communications to send them an email asking 
them a question they had prepared and would be unwilling to answer since the 
question that they had been told I would be asking was so very self-explanatory. 
 
Can you explain why Israeli Military Intelligence, not exactly the dumbest group 
of people on the planet, would want to let me know ahead of me asking permission 
to “put them on the spot” for producing with very possibly my help the most 
ingenious military report in the annals of human history, that they were granting 
me permission, knowing that not only am I smart but smart enough to know 
exactly how they operate in flushing out traitors to the State of Israel. 
 



Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about the first question I put to Israeli Military intelligence back on 
November 23rd, 5 days prior to US-House of Saud-Saudi Arabia-Al Quaida 
announcing on November 28th [click on this hyperlink taking you to Reuters report] 
the arrest of 208 Al Quaida members attempting to blow up the oil fields of Saudi 
Arabia. 

 
Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report: 
 
Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida 

who serves the 
best interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the 
House of 

Saud, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait 
and Saudi 

Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much 
like this very 
smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is 

designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al 
Quaida has not attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi 
Arabia, so biting the hand that feeds Al Quaida.  

 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why the US is now making Israel the “new enemy” along with 
China? 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why Israeli Military Intelligence continue to protest they still have 
not received my 402 word email from November 23rd that in addition to the 
question above included 5 other questions similarly worded? 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why all the “deafeningly silent “ do not want to discuss why 
President Bill “Rhodes-Secret Society-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton granted traitor of 
traitors Marc Rich a very rarely granted Presidential Pardon within hours of 
President George W. Bush being sworn in as Chief Executive Officer of the United 
States of America, apart from Ehud Barak pointing a loaded high powered rifle at 
the head of DeBeers President Clinton that when fired would have left an indelible 
impression the size of a tennis ball even if fired from more than a mile away. 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why President George W. Bush has decided to visit Israel next 
month. 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why President George W. Bush who often times appears awkward 
in front of a camera wouldn’t be the DeBeers first choice in a President versus those 
who can’t get enough of themselves, fat, eat themselves to death, poor lovers, 



weak libidos, constantly having to flirt with others particularly those they consider 
weak of mind but sufficiently physically attractive so that when the lights are turned 
off they lose themselves in their misery from having failed time and again to be 
angry enough with themselves for having repeatedly, time and again, turned the 
other cheek. 

 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why someone like King Golden Jr. Esq. raised in a religious 
Roman Catholic household in a working class family and intimately familiar with the 
pedophile epidemic since he was once an altar boy with a rather excellent voice but 
when the time came for he and his generation now with their own Bill “Rhodes-
Secret Society-De Beers Scholar” Clinton in the White house, failed to speak out 
 
Not to mention, King himself says he was “duped” in to marrying his wife who only 
told him of her being sexually molested as a child once he was married to Sarah 
Golden with now kids of their own, knowing so very little about their one 
grandmother’s diabolical selfishness. 
 
So high and mighty are the King Golden’s of the world thinking it mighty fine to 
simply share “privately” their knowledge of gross misconduct, no different to most 
of us aware who somehow think we are so godly that we should keep family abuse 
within the household that does nothing good for the future victims all the while 
protecting yet another predator and those whose silence has been bought. 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why THE IT aka Dr. John BIG Ben Stewart MD, a close neighbor 
of the Mr. Golden Jr. Esq., Dr. JBS himself a single child raised in also a working 
class bigoted household where he was never told “no”, growing up to think that the 
world was all about “me, money”, would file a baseless, totally fabricated criminal 
complaint against me, so very carefully crafted but leaving no doubt in the readers 
mind that “sexual rape” was involved as The IT “made ugly” of a day I decided to 
be financially generous and get a pair of shoes for his daughter Danielle whose 
mother I had helped raise since she was 4 with a value system void of money but 
lots of cultural experiences that had been passed down to me by very caring human 



beings wanting to improve humanity, The IT feeling that the “uniqueness” that he 
offered to his money Trust Fund cultured children was now being threatened and 
this very screwed up adult “kiD” [sic] decided to play the “child abuse” card. 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why there can be no evil quite like The IT who doesn’t know 
when to stop and continues to wonder why it is that I go on and on detailing his evil 
in “real time” when all he needs to do is account for his sins not going back 
necessarily when he was played with in the sand box at kindergarten by an over-
controlling adult who understood that rape has nothing to do with sex but an over-
controlling person wanting to get their way, but to the day he unilaterally decided 
to reduce his ex-wife’s child support check and got caught red handed before then 
apologizing to both Marie Dion Gevisser and me that it would not happen again, and 
only after he has convinced himself that he is no longer the slimeball of slimeballs 
to make a genuine apology which is certainly a whole lot more pleasant than what I 
know versus believe the great, the smart, the most vengeful God has in store for 
this future shellfish having to work his way up the food chain. 
 
Let me explain further. Click on HERE.          
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why so far only one person still believing they are getting more 
than their fair share of the graft-spoils of diamond drilling bit oil wars has made 
what I consider to be a very generous contribution, relatively speaking of course, 
for the extraordinary “output” I have achieved in getting the scum of the earth, the 
dirt-bags, the duchebags deluxe such as Adam L. Tucker’s family and The IT and 
Co. to “stand still”, as they ponder from now to eternity the sudden brilliantly 
orchestrated “deafening silence” of Israeli Military Intelligence who wouldn’t have 
much difficulty in dispensing with me given their close ties to the Mossad with the 
brutally effective assassinations unit, if in any way, shape or form upset with me 
being the first and so far only person on the planet broadcasting their very easy to 
understand “shot across the bow” of the United States of America in particular “war 
mongers wrapped in sheep’s clothing” such as vocal Professor Alan Dershowitz who 
gives the impression he is so strong a supporter of the State of Israel, but in taking 
umbrage at anyone who criticizes Israel even when Israel makes it a point of 
welcoming such criticism so as to expose “Jew hating Jews” such as Dershowitz, so 
he shows his “true colors” of a coward-bully. 
 
Please explain in a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you do not 
understand about why it took someone like me and not say Alan Dershowitz or for 
that matter any academic anywhere in the world including all the US Attorneys 
working for the Justice Department, all the analysts at the FBI, all those at the CIA 
with top secret security clearance to now have you think very carefully about those 
208 Al Quaida arrests, bearing in mind that there were approximately 100 Special 
Op Hezbollah commandos mimicking very brilliantly Israeli Special Forces 
commandos, broken up in to approximately 10 groups. 
 



Let me help you with the math, 10 in each group who during the summer of 2006 
not only held off the brutal Israeli army for some 6 weeks but in the process, 
simply text messaging one another, rained down the most unsophisticated missiles 
on Haifa, the 3rd largest city in Israel with a population of 300,000, causing its 
evacuation? 
 
Who says the 911 19 odd hijackers weren’t as equally well trained as Hezbollah 
Special Op commandos who wouldn’t need box cutters to take control of a 
passenger airline; breaking someone’s neck far quicker than it takes a box cutter to 
cut through tough skin, forget all the fat of fatsos, which would have done exactly 
how much good for Homeland Security finding another need NOT SO MUCH to 
spend but much more importantly to PROMOTE worthless-fictitious U.S.-DeBeers 
Dollars. 
 
Please send further thoughts and questions to both email addresses 
gevisser@sbcglobal.net and gsg@sellnext.com and why not add to the US$23.88 
and should it be worth my while I will then proceed to open a new bank account 
and deposit it along with the US$23.88. 
 
Do you ever recall coming across in my writings this one “un-fortunate” [sic] 
incident that took place just inside Mexico on the outskirts of Tijuana? 
 
And even if you do let me repeat it for those who haven’t heard it including very 
possibly President George W. Bush. 
 
Valerie Schulte Esq. who you recall had during her “heyday” this wild 15 year 
sexual relationship going on with Ted Turner who inherited a billboard business 
from his father that he catapulted in to CNN. 
 
Howard Stern had recently published his one book, I believe it was Private Parts, 
and I had bought a copy and was planning on reading it on a weekend trip I had 
planned with both my long time American attorney King Golden Jr. Esq. and his 
female bosom buddy Valerie Schulte. The 4th leg in the stool, Roger W. Robinson 
was busy in Washington DC and couldn’t make it out but he was very much in our 
thoughts each time King would roll a joint and say a little blessing along with a 
toast to “Our Man Roger”. 
 
Now I know this might not be the funniest thing you have heard today or for that 
matter in your entire life, but trust me if I could get hold of one halfway decent 
scriptwriter with SPIelberg’s access to Diamond Currency we would have one 
blockbuster comedy of all time when I tell you this was the funniest material you 
could ever imagine in your wildest dreams because here we were, me, not exactly a 
nobody and two “high-powered” attorneys driving from the United States of 
America into the sovereign country Mexico run by the US military in my black 
second hand Jeep with a pot full of King Golden Jr. Esq.’s homegrown pot which 
was undoubtedly significantly superior to that grown by Dr. John BIG Ben Stewart 
MD that stunk so bad that ants made their way in to his freezer where The IT’s pot 



was sealed in plastic bags just like his fish from years back with freezer burns, 
paying homage to “Our Man Roger” running the US Military. 
 
That scene alone would bring the house down, agree? 
 
It gets better. 
 
Within minutes of entering Roger W. Robinson controlled Mexico, a Federale on a 
motorcycle pulls alongside and orders me to stop. 
 
At the time there wasn’t a lit joint but if one were to have been forced to take cover 
during a nuclear holocaust and stuck one’s face in to the relatively high quality 
leather seats one would have surely been able to see out the holocaust high, 
certainly until it had “blown over”. 
 
I thought it rather strange given how I had been down to Mexico many times before 
and never not once did I have a single unpleasant incident, let alone being pulled 
over while driving according to all the regulations. 
 
The cop asked for my drivers license and then when I handed it to him without 
even looking at it, asked if I could hand him the ashtray which I did without any 
assistance from Valerie who was by this time a complete basket case but at least 
she had managed to calm herself down considerably compared to when the patrol 
officer asked us to pull over when she instantly got hysterical,  
 

“My career. I am going to lose my career. Shit King, how much stuff do you 
have?” 
 

Now you do have to just meet Valerie Schulte Esq. just once outside of her offices 
at the National Association of Broadcasters to know that right now as she reads this 
she is realizing that not only is there no place to hide but who in their right mind 
would want to smoke pot with her let alone be in her company. 
 
Valerie Schulte Esq., a nice Roman Catholic girl can most definitely “dress the part” 
and she is no doubt an okay lawyer but not quite as smart a lawyer as King Golden 
Jr. Esq. who is no dummy even when he is not high which I doubt very much has 
occurred once in his lifetime since he graduated as an Altar Boy which I assume is 
where he first developed his taste for alcoholism and a liking in particular for those 
attracted to Alcohol Anonymous gatherings. 
 
Throughout my intercourse with the Federale law enforcement officer who seemed 
just a little too sharply dressed and manicured, Valerie who was seated in the front 
passenger seat, on the right - just for those of you out there unaware that here in 
the States the steering column is on the left side – looking straight ahead, not 
saying a single word. King was alone in the back with his stash of pot and also 
silent. 
 



Private Parts was seated face up in between the two front seats and I could see 
that it had caught the officers attention and so I promptly began a dialogue talking 
about Howard Stern which had to have both Valerie and King’s stomach’s turning 
given their utter disgust of Howard who occasionally tells it the way it is. 
 
And of course Howard Stern is smarter than Valerie, King and “Our Man Roger” all 
combined which again doesn’t really amount to much more than a whole ball of 
wax. 
 
After I couldn’t come up with much more small talk and not thinking it appropriate 
to ALSO discuss King’s penis which he refers to as “Jesus” the officer told me that I 
should follow him to the police station, and then walks back to his motorcycle. 
 
Valerie is now beside herself and the expletives begin to take up much of her 
mantra, “there goes my career”. Even very cool King is starting to “sweat bullets” 
until I mention, “We still have Roger!” which wasn’t enough to make Valerie at least 
laugh, in fact she just started to cry like a baby until I reminded her about how 
much she detested being a lawyer which only brought on more tears. 
 
The next thing is the cop approaching the car and waving us off, telling us that he 
has to take another call. 
 
Of course even I was relieved although by this time I was not only very financially 
independent I didn’t have a job and therefore felt I had nothing to lose, much like 
today. 
 
The funniest though was both King and Valerie wanting me to stop off at the first 
church we came across which I took place within a few minutes; remember this is 
the United States Mexico. 
 
I also got out of the car but never went inside the church but with the door open I 
could see both King and Valerie on their knees their hands clasped together 
praying. 
 
Do you not want to vomit? 
 

Let me come back to you imagining if the father comes along admitting he has 

been molesting his kids and the priest is a pedophile himself? 

 

Do you think he would take advantage of the kid? 
 

Nothing changes because no one wants to speak out for fear it would hurt their 
“gravy train” which allows them plenty of free time to gripe about all the ills of the 
world and do, like you, nothing about it. 
 
You also perfectly understand when dealing with those who have made out rather 
well being on the side of the most oppressive, most brutal empire the world has 



ever known, the British-American confederation making the Roman Empire look like 
a bunch of saints, so it makes perfect sense the odds of me finding just one of us 
British-Americans willing to stand tall and who has just more than a pot to pee in is 
rather slim; but then again the world does not revolve around either Great Britain 
or the United States and much more importantly there is a whole other world out 
there who don’t need all the luxuries of modern day living to make their presence 
heard and that of course includes members of the US military so poorly paid, for 
very good reason. 
 
Shame on you! 
 
Gary S. Gevisser 
 
[Word count 8029] 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Roop [mailto:adamroop@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2007 9:54 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: TAKE YOUR PICK!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 
 
I'm not sure who you are or how I got on this email chain. Please remove me. 
 
Thank you. 
 
-A 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2007 9:50 AM 
To: 'Adam Roop' 
Subject: RE: TAKE YOUR PICK!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 
 
What happened? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Roop [mailto:adamroop@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2007 9:46 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: TAKE YOUR PICK!- the most dangerous person in America...---... 
 
Please remove me from this email list. 
 
-A 



 
 
 

 

 


